
of maturation at several time schedules. Another group of patients 
(40) were divided into with the same characteristics but assessing the 
donor site with ultrasounds.
RESULTS: In the first group study, The MRI showed statistically 
different maturation grade at 4 months and at 6 months. Once they 
reached the year no significant differences (p=0.354) between both 
groups were observed. The second study groups were composed 
of 23 and 19 patients, who underwent ACL surgery with and 
without PRGF-Endoret® at the donor site. The PRGF group showed 
significantly increased maturation speed at 4th postoperative month.
DISCUSSION: The results show that the use of PRGF-Endoret® 
significantly accelerates the processes of maturation of both 
anatomical regions.

© 2015 ACT. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
Knee injury is common in sports. Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) 
injury is one of the most frequent, reaching 70% and typically 
with an indirect injury mechanism of deceleration-rotation without 
contact[1]. In the United States, 50,000 patients require ACL surgery 
annually[2-4].
    The majority of these injuries are sports related and affect patients 
between 15 and 45 years old with 47% taking place during the 
decade from 30 to 40 years old[1]. It is estimated that one ACL tear 
occurs every 1,500 hours of sports practice, including sports such as 
soccer, basketball, rugby and skiing, which is equivalent to one injury 
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ABSTRACT
AIM: Anterior Cruciate Ligament surgery can be complemented 
with biological treatments, including plasma rich in growth factors, 
which have been demonstrated by numerous authors to accelerate the 
process of tendon maturation. Studies both in vitro and in animals, 
including human studies have shown improved results in ligament 
strength and structure, as well as earlier ACL graft maturation. We 
present the results of two studies on maturation with the use of 
PRGF-Endoret®. ACL graft and donor site.
METHODS: 100 soccer players were randomly divided into two 
groups, group A received a dose of PRGF-Endoret while the other 
one was used as a control. MRI was performed to assess the grade 



for every 1,750 citizens of the U.S.[1].
    The cost of an ACL reconstruction surgery in the U.S. is an 
estimated $ 17,000 to which one can add an additional $ 2,000 for 
the cost of the initial care of all ACL injuries and/or the conservative 
treatment of the patients who do not undergo ACL reconstruction. 
The annual cost of treating only ACL injuries is an estimated 1 billion 
dollars[1]. Overall costs of sport-related injuries in the U.S. in 2002 
were estimated at about 15.8 billion dollars[5].
    ACL reconstruction in a high number of cases is performed with 
BTB (patellar tendon) of which 4-60% present anterior knee pain[4,6-8].
    Recovery from joint injuries in active athletes is increasingly faster 
due in part to the progress and improvement of surgical techniques 
and the application of biological elements that promote rapid tissue 
regeneration[9]. This improved ligamentization has been shown in 
ACL graft maturation[10-13] and the patellar tendon donor site[4,14-17].
    In recent years the application of platelet-rich plasma (PRP) or 
plasma rich in growth factors (PRGF) has been linked to faster tissue 
regeneration in bone, cartilage, ligaments and tendons, for studies 
in vitro, in vivo and in humans[9,18-20]. There are different ways to 
obtain PRP. The PRGF® system is the longest used technique and the 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the U.S. and Conformité 
Européenne (CE) in European Community have approved the 
system[4,13].
    The assessment of tendon regeneration has led to the realization 
of various studies with both Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
and Ultrasound, depending on the location and accessibility of the 
tissue[21-23]. In ligaments and tendons such as the ACL, MRI has been 
used most[11,13,24].
    The present study assessed the impact PRGF-Endoret® had on the 
processes of ligament maturation and the time required for maturation 
to take place in both the ACL graft and the patellar tendon donor site.
Our hypothesis was that PRGF would accelerate the process of 
maturation with respect to the non-PRGF group.

METHODS
Inclusion criteria were patients who had suffered acute injury of the 
ACL with rotational instability of the knee, both symptomatically and 
upon exploration with normal joint mobility and not presenting bone 
edema, with reconstructive surgery as the proposed treatment option 
not scheduled to take place until 6 weeks post injury. Exclusion 
criteria were previous surgery in the affected knee, infectious or tumor 
diseases around the knee joint and surgeries performed later than 6 
weeks after the injury. After selection and enrollment all subjects 
were automatically randomized into group A or B using the function 
RANDOM from MICROSOFT EXCEL, (Microsoft Office 2007). 
Once assigned to a group the only differential in treatment between 
patients was at the end of surgery when growth factors were either 
applied or not, in accordance with their randomly assigned group. 
The rest of the treatment including follow-up, control periods and 
additional tests were synonymous for all patients included in the trial.
    The results of two studies are included in this paper. The first, 
randomized 100 football players into two groups that underwent BTB 
ACL ligamentoplasty and after randomly dividing them into two 
groups, at the end of the surgery group A received a dose of PRGF-
Endoret® while the other was used as control. MRI was performed on 
all of the patients at 4, 6 and 12 months to assess the grade of graft 
maturation. The MRI classification system by Howell et al[24] was the 
used for the present study, with certain variants added by our image 
expert Dr. Jordi Català, which lead to the creation of the Català 
Classification[13].
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Figure 1 There is statistical significance between PRGF and control group 
at 4 months following surgery (MRI).
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    In the second study, a clinical trial was performed by calculating an 
n of 40 patients, wherein group A, that included half of the patients, 
received PRGF-Endoret® exclusively at the donor site and the rest 
served as control. A follow up protocol was applied with Ultrasound 
to assess the donor site at 4, 8, 16, 24, 48 and 96 weeks, comparing 
the grade of maturation[4].
    Populations with complete ACL tear were included in both studies, 
all of them athletes, as described in papers[4,13]. The same surgical 
team that employed the same surgical technique with inclusion and 
exclusion criteria described in both papers performed the surgical 
procedures.
    In the ultrasonographic assessment, a classification was created 
(Rius classification) based on a previous study on 10 patients, 50 
measurements and two sonographers with correlation higher than 
95% (46). The patellar tendons were examined by ultrasonography 
before and after the ACL surgery by the same examiner. The study 
was performed with the equipment “ACUSON Antares (Siemens, 
Erlangen, Germany)” with a multi-frequency linear probe, between 
7.27 and 11.43 Mhz.
    Written and informed consent was obtained from all patients 
included in the study. Approval from the Hospital’s Ethics Committee 
and from the national state commission was obtained for the present.

RESULTS
In the first study, one patient in each group failed to complete the 
study, leaving two groups of 49 patients each. The MRI at 4 months 
showed statistically different maturation grade (p=0.003) between 
the two groups (Figure 1), as well as the assessment at 6 months 
(p=0.0001) (Figure 2). Once they reached the year no significant 
differences (p=0.354) between both groups were observed (Figure 3).
    In the second study groups were composed of 23 and 19 patients, 
who underwent ACL surgery with and without PRGF-Endoret® at 
the donor site. The PRGF group showed significantly increased 
maturation speed at 4th postoperative month (p=0.0037) (Figure 4). 
40 patients were the number of patients calculated to for the clinical 
trial and an additional 10% were added taking into consideration 
the possible loss of patients. Finally, 2 patients from the second 
group were lost during follow-up, making the final 23-19 patients. A 
significant association of maturity with the presence of PRGF in the 
fourth month of follow-up (p=0.0037) was observed
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DISCUSSION
The studies reviewed show that the application of PRGF-Endoret®, 
both at an articular level and at the donor site, favours a faster 
maturation process in the ligaments evaluated, which is in line with 
results published in the present study[10,11,25].
    Different animal studies show a series of stages in the 
revascularization of the patellar graft used as anterior cruciate 
ligament. After a phase of graft avascular necrosis, with 
hypocellularity and collagen fragmentation, revascularization is 
produced through a synovial cover which originates from both the 
distal and proximal insertions of the graft that starts covering it and 
promotes intratendinous vascular growth up to complete coverage 
and cellularization at one year post-surgery[26,27].
    It is known that in order for the tissue repair-regeneration process 
to take place, a multitude of elements must interact, from various 
cellular components to proteins, metabolites and electrolytes, all 
encompassed within an appropriate environment[5].
    During this process, both in the acute inflammatory phase and in 
the cellular proliferation and remodelling phase[28,29], platelets play 
an important role, not only based on haemostatic capacity, but also 
on their chemotactic activity and on growth, morphogenesis and cell 
differentiation[30].
    Over the last twenty years, several studies have been published 
which aimed at taking advantage of the benefits offered by this cell 
type in tissue repair, stimulating research and development in the 
field of regenerative medicine[20,31-34].
    The tissue repair process is based on a complex cascade of 
biological events controlled by a long list of growth factors and 
proteins with biological activity. The spatiotemporal action of this 
group of mediators at the area of damaged tissue regulates the 
mechanisms and phases that govern tissue repair and regeneration. 
Throughout this process, another set of factors regulates the dynamic 
balance between stimulation and inhibition of cell proliferation, 
angiogenesis and the formation of extracellular matrix[31]. The tissue 
repair process involves several phases including angiogenesis, tissue 
proliferation and extracellular matrix deposition. The remodelling 
and maturation processes are combined with the mechanical stresses 
to which the tissue in question is subjected[20].
    Growth factors are substances of polypeptide nature, soluble and 
diffusible regulating growth, differentiation and phenotype of many 
cell types[35]. These provide the initial signals for the activation of 
the cells in surrounding tissue. In response to signals provided by 
these molecules, local cells and those infiltrated, undergo changes 
in proliferation, differentiation, and protein synthesis with different 
biological functions.
    These proteins act in an autocrine and/or paracrine manner. 
They affect cell behaviour, binding to specific receptors located in 
cell membranes. Not all cell phenotypes have the same receptors; 
therefore, the effect of the growth factors will not be the same in all 
tissues and in all situations[36]. All these phenomena, together, define 
the process known as cell activation[37]. 
    The system for obtaining plasma rich in growth factors is not 
always uniform, with different techniques being followed by various 
authors, making the resultant products significantly different without 
reaching any conclusion about the degree of effectiveness from one 
to the other[38]. 
    PRGF-Endoret® is obtained from small volumes of the patients’ 
blood (20 cc). It is not a platelet concentrate and is obtained after 
single stage centrifugation. It does not contain leukocytes and is 

Figure 2 There is statistical significance between PRGF and control group 
at 6 months following surgery (MRI).
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Figure 3 There is no statistical significance between PRGF and control 
group at 12 months following surgery (MRI).
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in collagen and a similar structure to the original ligament at 4-5 
months. 
    In the first months the grafted plasty is in the process of maturation, 
a fact that has left ACL surgeons reluctant to carry out aggressive 
rehabilitation in the initial period for fear of plasty failure[47]. 
    Rougraff in his study of graft biopsies in patellar ligamentoplasties 
showed tissue obtained in the early postoperative period (3-8 weeks 
post-op) show no more than 30% tissue necrosis, in contrast to 
animal studies where the percentage is much higher. Therefore he 
concluded that postoperative rehabilitation programs proposing an 
acceleration of physical therapy, not only don’t have detrimental 
outcomes, but if not followed could lead to worse outcomes[47]. 
    Even patellar tendon studies to evaluate the maturation process that 
takes place at the donor site show an enhanced maturation process in 
histological studies in animals in accordance with Sarmiento and the 
study by our team with ultrasound evaluation[4,16,17,25].
    MRI is the most accurate method of diagnosis for acute anterior 
cruciate ligament injury[48]. Howell[24] illustrates how different 
grades in maturation stages can be assessed using MRI. The system 
differentiates four levels based on the signal provided by different 
regions of the graft. These 5 categories could better show the 
different stages of ligament maturation.
    From the clinical point of view the published studies present 
conflicting results. On one hand studies like that by Orrego showed 
greater maturation for the patellar graft assessed by MRI at 6 months 
without an increased tibial tunnel diameter[10]. Studies like that by 
Magnussen[49] with two years clinical evaluation or that by Nin[50] 
show no significant differences with the application of plasma rich 
in growth factors in ligament grafts. The results obtained with the 
assessment carried out at one year post surgery are concurrent with 
those obtained in our study showing equal numbers of completely 
mature ligaments in both groups with no differences between the two 
groups. The main difference between the author’s study and previous 
studies is that the authors assessed the grade of maturity at earlier 
intervals, noting that although the two groups (PRP and control) 
reach maturity at one and two years at similar rates, the speed at 
which they do so is different. 
    In 2010 Radice published graft maturation rates, assessed by MRI, 
which showed figures 48% faster for grafts treated with growth 
factors with respect to the speed of maturity[11]. Sanchez for his part 
showed how the use of PRGF also accelerated the maturation process 
in hamstring grafts[12]. De Almeida showed that PRP had a positive 
effect on patellar tendon harvest site healing on MRI after 6 months 
and also reduced pain in the immediate postoperative period[15]. 
    The studies performed by our group show enhanced maturation 
speed in both the donor site and the graft around 4 to 6 months. 
The results at one year show that there are no differences between 
the two groups, and maturation is observed to be complete in both 
groups[4,13]. These results are similar to those previously referenced by 
Magnussen and Nin, wherein no significant differences were found at 
one and two years follow-up[49,50].
    Some limitations must be taken into consideration when reviewing 
the current manuscript. Ours is a single-center study with a limited 
number of patients. Furthermore, evaluation was performed with 
a non-validated ultrasonographic evaluation scale; however, no 
other evaluating scales are available nowadays. Further multi-center 
clinical trials should be carried out.

CONCLUSION
Both the current work and those reviewed insist that the role PRGF 
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simply platelet-rich plasma. White cells, and especially leukocytes, 
contain proinflammatory cytokines and express metalloproteinases 
(MMP-8 and 9) capable of degrading the extracellular matrix. PRGF-
Endoret® is 100% autologous and biocompatible[31].
    PRGF-Endoret® activation is performed with a standard dosage 
of calcium chloride, taking advantage of the patient's own thrombin 
and not using bovine thrombin, hence biosecurity risks are avoided. 
It obtains a platelet concentration of 2 to 3 times higher than the 
physiological, which is the optimum concentration, as lower doses 
would be sub-therapeutic and superior concentrations do not induce 
superior effects, they can even exert inhibitory actions[31].
    Culture studies with the use of PRGF-Endoret® have shown a 
cellular increase in tendon tissues and especially an increase in 
collagen levels[31,39-41]. Animal studies also show increases in cell 
density, neovascularization, resistance force between 30% and 65% 
according to studies[42-45] with an improvement within biomechanical 
properties in the medial collateral ligament in its early stages. 
Weiler showed how the application of autologous PDGF into the 
graft during surgery was able to alter natural maturation, improving 
tension, resistance, increasing the rate of maturation and improving 
collagen quality[23]. The study by Xie et al suggested a role of 
PRGF in promoting synthesis of extracellular matrix after ACL 
reconstruction, in a study performed with dogs[34]. Along the same 
lines, the study by Fernandez-Sarmiento et al showed histological 
changes at eight weeks, consistent with an accelerated early healing 
process in repaired Achilles tendons in sheep after surgical disruption 
and repair treated with PRGF-Endoret®[25]. The work by Xie et al 
also states that the use of PRP alters the expression of some target 
genes at certain time points, especially during the early stages of 
graft remodelling, which might explain the enhancing effect of PRP 
on the ACL graft maturation process, which at a cellular level, could 
explain the result in both animals and human studies, including the 
two studies evaluated[4,13,25,34].
    With specific reference to the ACL graft, PDGF, FGF-1 and some 
TGF subtypes are responsible for the acceleration of tissue healing 
and increased graft tension[11].
    PRGF was associated with histological changes consistent with 
an accelerated early healing process in repaired Achilles tendons in 
sheep after experimental surgical disruption. PRGF-treated tendons 
showed improvements in the morphometric features of fibroblast 
nuclei, suggesting a more advanced stage of healing. At eight weeks, 
histological examination revealed more mature organization of 
collagen bundles, lower vascular densities, and decreased fibroblast 
densities in PRGF-treated tendons than in tendons infiltrated with 
saline solution. These findings were consistent with a more advanced 
stage of the healing process[25].
    Kondo et al also demonstrated that the application of growth 
factors in ACL elongations achieved improved tension compared 
with patients where growth factors were not applied[18].
    Studies have shown growth factors to be useful in achieving early 
mobility and earlier return to sports in Achilles tendons and rotator 
cuff repair[20,46]. Meanwhile Foster et al[9] published the series on 
medial collateral ligament injuries in soccer players with reductions 
of 27% in recovery times.
    Studies show maturation of patellar graft evolution in terms of 
vascularization, cellularity, collagen fibre pattern and the presence of 
metaplasia with a high correlation[22] showed maturity with a peak at 
just after 1-year post surgery but with vascularity and fibre pattern 
similar to normal in a period of 6 to 12 months. 
    Aim[21] studied the patellar graft viability by micro angiography 
and histology showing revascularization at 8 weeks with tissues rich 
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experience in the reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament. 
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22 Falconiero RP, DiStefano VJ, Cook TM. Revascularization and 
ligamentization of autogenous anterior cruciate ligament grafts in 
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Bergmann V, Schmidmaier G, Haas NP. The influence of locally 
applied platelet-derived growth factor–BB on free tendon graft 
remodeling after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. Am J 
Sports Med 2004;32: 881-891

24 Howell SM, Clark JA, Blasier RD. Serial magnetic resonance im-
aging of hamstring anterior cruciate ligament autografts during the 
first year of implantation. Am J Sports Med 1991; 19: 42-47

25 Fernández-Sarmiento JA, Domínguez JM, Granados MM, Morgaz 
J, Navarrete R, Carrillo JM, Gómez-Villamandos RJ, Muñoz-
Rascón P, Martín de Las Mulas J, Millán Y, García-Balletbó M, 
Cugat R. Histological study of the influence of plasma rich in 
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platelets as a source of proteins for healing and tissue regenera-
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plays in the maturation process of ligaments takes place in the early 
stages. Therefore, the changes that may be proposed at a clinical level 
should be based on these biological findings.
    The next lines of research will be speeding up the rehabilitation 
process and evaluating the biochemical and histological structural 
components of neoligaments, assessing the similarity to normal 
ligaments.
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